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*243  The efficient and effective conservation and sustainable use of the world’s plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture (PGRFA) depends on reliable and accessible information about the resource. An evolving international
regulatory framework to access and share the benefits of these PGRFA includes the information dimension. This article traces
the likely future developments of the "Global Information System" (GLIS) under the Food and Agriculture Organisation
of the United Nations’ International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture as a pointer to the
decentralised network of databases and websites about PGRFA, incorporating Genesys, a global portal to information
about PGRFA; the Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN-Global); the US Department of Agriculture’s
Agricultural Research Service National Plant Germplasm System as a document and management system; and DivSeek, the
new tools and approaches for data exploration, mining and use. Some of the legal challenges, including intellectual property
considerations, facing this GLIS are considered.

Introduction

The conservation and sustainable use of the world’s plant genetic resources for food and agriculture (PGRFA) as a

basis for food security is not in issue. 1  The concern is rather how this is to be achieved. One of the key developments
in achieving the goal of food security is an evolving international regulatory framework to access and share the benefits

(ABS) from the use of these PGRFA. 2  There is a generalised scheme under the United Nations’ (UN) Convention

on Biological Diversity (CBD) 3  and its Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable

Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity (Nagoya Protocol) 4

covering all genetic resources 5  including PGRFA (except human genetic resources). 6  There are also specific and
compatible schemes for some PGRFA under the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations’ (FAO)

International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (Plant Treaty) 7  and human pandemic
influenza virus under the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Framework for the

Sharing of Influenza Viruses and Access to Vaccines and Other Benefits. 8  A critical component of each of these schemes
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is the information about the genetic resources under the CBD, 9  some PGRFA under the Plant Treaty 10  and human

pandemic influenza virus under the PIP Framework, 11  recognising that the resources can most effectively be conserved

and exploited where there is *244  information about the resource. 12  The focus of this article is the information scheme
for PGRFA under the Plant Treaty, and the evolving legal and policy solutions around these information arrangements.

The Plant Treaty imposes various information obligations (including potentially traditional knowledge and cultural

expressions of Indigenous and local farmers) 13  on recipients 14  as an essential part of benefit sharing. 15  Central
to this arrangement is a "Global Information System" (GLIS) to allow the information about plant materials to be

collected, made available and shared. 16  The GLIS is being implemented as a decentralised network of databases and

websites, with the GLIS developing only as a pointer to other databases. 17  This article addresses the merits of this
proposal in the broader context of measures being taken to conserve and sustainably use PGRFA. This is important,
because understanding the broader context justifies the developments, and points to the important legal foundations
for the evolving global regulations. The challenge remains, however, to develop legal and policy solutions that advance
conservation and sustainable use while delivering equity and fairness in the form of sharing benefits.

The article is structured as follows. The first part outlines the Plant Treaty and GLIS and then follows a recounting
of the developments leading to the current decisions about a decentralised GLIS. The following parts outline the
favoured decentralised approach to a global accession-level information portal and the inevitability of this based on the
developing legal and policy solutions being implemented by key partnerships already engaged under the Plant Treaty
and its Secretariat. The article then concludes with some reflections on the legal challenges facing the evolving GLIS.
This identifies the shifting legal lens away from the information gateways towards those creating the information and
tools, and the platforms through which the information and tools are disseminated, so that users cannot be sure of the
provenance or legal liabilities without tracing back to and engaging with those originators. This is particularly sensitive
for intellectual property claims as those claims will need to be clearly articulated to potential users because they may not
be readily apparent from accessing the various platforms.

The Plant Treaty

The Plant Treaty is an agreement among contracting parties within the framework of the FAO 18  and limited to members

(and member organisations) 19  of the United Nations, United Nations specialised agencies and the International Atomic

Energy Agency. 20  The objectives of the Plant Treaty are "the conservation and sustainable use of [PGRFA]" and "the
fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of their use", "in harmony with the [CBD], for sustainable agriculture

and food security". 21  One of the key obligations in the Plant Treaty is on contracting parties to establish a "Multilateral

System" 22  of plant materials that provides "facilitated access" 23  to these materials and shares any benefits from using

the accessed materials. 24  The Multilateral System comprises plant materials made available for "facilitated access"

that are "under the management and control of the Contracting Parties and in the public domain". 25  The Multilateral
System plant materials are predominantly Annex I materials, although the text does not exclude other terrestrial or
marine plant materials not listed in Annex I forming part of the Multilateral System, and this has been a developing

practice of some contracting parties. 26  Also included, although under different arrangements, are the ex situ collections
of the International Agricultural Research Centres of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

(CGIAR), 27  and any other contributions. 28  Presumably the contributions from the CGIAR and others (being natural

and legal persons and "international institutions") 29  will *245  conform to the arrangements and obligations imposed
on contracting parties, unless there are terms and conditions of any agreements entered into by the Governing Body

that vary these Plant Treaty arrangements. 30  Materials in the Multilateral System are accessed according to a Standard
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Material Transfer Agreement (SMTA). 31  At present, all materials accessed from the Multilateral System, including the

CGIAR collections and other contributions are being made available under the same SMTA. 32

The "facilitated access" to the materials in the Multilateral System will include "[a]ll available passport data" and "any

other associated available non-confidential descriptive information" 33  subject to any laws limiting disclosure, 34  and

any relevant international agreements and national laws. 35  The "passport data" is essentially identifying information

that allows the correct material to be properly exchanged. 36  The limit to only "descriptive information" is probably
distinguishing between the kinds of information collected in the day-to-day operation of germplasm repositories (such
as seed moisture content, seed viability testing, seed storage, and so on) that does not need to be provided and the kinds
of information collected about the characterisation, regeneration and evaluation of the materials that does need to be

provided. 37  This recognises that many different sorts of information are likely to be collected about PGRFA in the
Multilateral System and that only some of that information needs to be passed on with the accessed materials.

What is the Plant Treaty’s GLIS?

The Plant Treaty requires contracting parties to establish and make certain information available through the GLIS 38 :

"Contracting Parties shall cooperate to develop and strengthen a global information system to facilitate the exchange
of information, based on existing information systems, on scientific, technical and environmental matters related to
[PGRFA], with the expectation that such exchange of information will contribute to the sharing of benefits by making

information on [PGRFA] available to all Contracting Parties." 39

Other elements of the GLIS are as an early warning system to safeguard threatened materials 40  and to assist the
Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture of the FAO to periodically assess the state of the world’s

genetic resources. 41

The kinds of information addressed by the Plant Treaty (and SMTA) are inclusively identified in the Plant Treaty:

"The Contracting Parties agree to make available information which shall, inter alia, encompass catalogues and
inventories, information on technologies, results of technical, scientific and socio-economic research, including
characterization, evaluation and utilization, regarding those [PGRFA] under the Multilateral System. Such information
shall be made available, where non-confidential, subject to applicable law and in accordance with national capabilities.
Such information shall be made available to all Contracting Parties to this [Plant] Treaty through the information system,

provided for in Article 17 [the GLIS]". 42

The Plant Treaty’s obligations on contracting parties are then imposed on those accessing plant materials from the

"Multilateral System" through the SMTA. 43  The SMTA is a contractual agreement between a "provider" and a

"recipient". 44  The agreement imposes the obligation on the provider to make available any "passport data" and "any

other associated available non-confidential descriptive information" connected with the provided plant materials 45

"consistent with relevant international [intellectual property] agreements" and "relevant national laws". 46  On the
recipient there is the obligation to both pass on the same SMTA terms and conditions to subsequent recipients including

the information provisions, 47  and if the materials are conserved, or subjected to further research and development,

then some information must be passed on to the Multilateral System information systems. 48  For "conserved" materials,
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this is *246  limited to any "associated available non-confidential descriptive information", 49  and for "research and

development" materials this is "all non-confidential information". 50

The effect of the Plant Treaty and SMTA is to impose on the contracting parties, providers and recipients obligations to
make information available through the GLIS. The Plant Treaty does not identify the outer limits of information that
might be made available or limit the potential scope of information that might be included in the GLIS. The Plant Treaty
does, however, specifically limit the making of information available in three circumstances: where the information is

confidential; where national laws limit making information available; and "in accordance with national capabilities". 51

Further, the SMTA imposes the same obligations on providers and recipients. 52

Development of the GLIS

The consideration of the GLIS really started at the Third Session of the Governing Body that requested the

"Secretariat to develop a vision paper to be presented to the Fourth Session of the Governing Body to take stock of

existing information systems and to outline a process for the development of this global information system". 53

The Fourth Session requested

"the Secretary to further elaborate a vision paper on the development of the Global Information System in the context

of Article 17 of the [Plant] Treaty, in collaboration with relevant stakeholders". 54

The Fifth Session requested

"the Secretariat to continue developing, in collaboration with relevant international organizations, the Vision paper for

adoption at its Sixth Session". 55

The Fifth Session also called for an expert consultation. 56  The Sixth Session considered the report of an Expert

Consultation on the Global Information System 57  and the work of the Secretariat on "the design of a new notification
of inclusion and discovery facility" and "the development of permanent unique identifiers (PUIs) associated with

PGRFA". 58  The significant outcome of the Sixth Session was the adoption of a vision of the GLIS as 59

"strengthening existing systems and, where gaps remain, establishing new systems and initiatives; promoting inter-
connectivity among systems; and providing overarching mechanisms to ensure ready access to the information and

services provided". 60

The relevant elements of the work programme (2016–2022) to implement the GLIS are:
 1 "To create a web-based platform with use-oriented entry points to PGRFA information …
 2 To provide a comprehensive overview and facilitate access to sources of PGRFA and associated information …
 3 To promote and facilitate interoperability among existing systems by providing clear principles, technical

standards and appropriate tools to support their operations in accordance to the principles and rules of the [Plant] Treaty
…

 4 To promote transparency on the rights and obligations of users for accessing, sharing and using PGRFA associated
information and to establish ways to exercise those rights and obligations within the [GLIS] …

 5 To create and enhance opportunities for communication and international and multidisciplinary collaboration to
increase knowledge about and add value to PGRFA …
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 6 To provide capacity development and technology transfer opportunities for the conservation, management and use
of PGRFA and associated information and knowledge paying special attention to the needs of developing countries …

 7. To create a mechanism to assess progress and monitor effectiveness of the [GLIS] …. *247  " 61

The Expert Consultation on the Global Information System’s vision included promoting and facilitating interoperability

among existing systems that included digital object identifiers (DOIs). 62  An electronic task force of experts was convened

on the recommendation of the Expert Consultation 63  and recommended the adoption of DOIs as the PUIs strategy

for the GLIS. 64  As part of its response, the Sixth Session of the Governing Body decided to establish a Scientific

Advisory Committee on the Global Information System of Article 17 (SAC) 65  and requested the Secretariat "to design a
monitoring and assessment mechanism on the usefulness and effectiveness of the Global Information System according

to Article 17.1". 66  The subsequently appointed SAC 67  considered reports on the major steps of the consultation process

for the development of DOIs, 68  and in considering guidelines for DOIs, accepted that DOIs should form the central

element of the GLIS linking diverse information systems and the PGRFA across systems. 69  The DOIs guidelines
propose that DOIs become the global standard for publicly identifying PGRFA and provide the links to PGRFA and

information associated with that PGRFA. 70  The consultations about DOIs accept their central place in the GLIS and

discussions now are about improvements as opposed to alternative systems. 71  It now seems inevitable that DOIs will
be adopted as a key element of the evolving GLIS.

Another issue for the GLIS is how to deal with the access and use of information accessed through the GLIS including
ways "[t]o promote transparency on the rights and obligations of users for accessing, sharing and using PGRFA

associated information" and "to establish ways to exercise those rights and obligations within the [GLIS]". 72  In

considering these issues the SAC also considered partnerships and collaborations 73  exploring

"synergies with [database systems] Genesys, DivSeek, the CGIAR’s platforms, [World Information and Early Warning
System on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (WIEWS)] and the Access and Benefit-sharing Clearing-

House (ABSCH) Portal of the Nagoya Protocol, and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)". 74

The Secretariat of the Plant Treaty has explored these synergies, 75  and the SAC advised the Secretariat in further

developing partnerships "to prioritize Genesys and [Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN-Global)]". 76

While the exact form and content of the GLIS have not been articulated, a particular form and content now seem
inevitable given the recent developments in global accession-level information portals. These are considered next.

A global accession-level information portal

Databases are increasingly important in the conservation and utilisation of PGRFA, with a range and number of

initiatives. 77  Essentially, easily accessible, high-quality and comprehensive information about PGRFA is necessary so
that suitable germplasm can be identified for facilitated exchange within the Plant Treaty’s Multilateral System and as a

key measure of non-monetary benefit-sharing. 78  A fundamental problem in making information available, however, is
that most PGRFA collections are associated with databases constructed for local conditions and users, so that there are

few consistent domains across the many and varied information sources. 79  Thus passport data, germplasm collection
management information, characterisation and *248  evaluation data, distribution data, germplasm use data, or other

types of related information may not be able to be combined into single collections. 80  Another challenge in making any
information available will be the kinds of legal obligations that limit access and sharing such as confidentiality and trade

secrets, copyright and related rights, database rights, test data rights, privacy and privileged communications. 81
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A partial solution is for the GLIS to focus on the high level, catalogue-like structures that link the widely distributed
databases holding accessible information, and avoiding the problems of administering the limiting legal obligations by
functioning as a catalogue rather than the sources of information per se. Putting the matter slightly differently, the
favoured architecture for the GLIS is a distributed function where the information about the PGRFA is not centralised in

the GLIS but rather decentralised with the holders of the PGRFA and in their preferred database systems. 82  The GLIS
then functions to provide suitable guidance (pointers) to appropriate PGRFA. In short, the GLIS is a global accession-

level information portal to all the information and resources managed by PGRFA collections around the globe. 83  As
the SAC has identified, there is an emerging GLIS infrastructure that favours this approach:

"synergies … for connection with other systems and databases and in order to avoid duplication, in particular Genesys,

GRIN-Global, WIEWS and the monitoring system for the Global Plan of Action on PGRFA". 84

The key systems available to a future GLIS, and the ones that appear to be crystallising as the GLIS, include:
 (a)

European Search Catalogue for Plant Genetic Resources (EURISCO)—

EURISCO was established as a technical support to enable European countries to build inventories of their national
germplasm collections, and to develop and maintain a search catalogue of ex situ germplasm passport data maintained

in Europe. 85  EURISCO is a networked, web-based catalogue of PGRFA data about 43 European countries’ ex situ

collections providing access to passport data and phenotypic data. 86  EURISCO is hosted by the Leibniz Institute
of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK) on behalf of Bioversity International as the legal entity of the

Secretariat of the European Cooperative Programme for Plant Genetic Resources (ECPGR). 87  National Focal Points
(NFPs) in participating countries manage and upload to EURISCO the National Inventories (NIs) of the PGRFA

conserved in their ex situ collections. 88  The NIs Focal Point maintains information about the PGRFA under their

control according to agreed standards (primarily the FAO/IPGRI Multicrop Passport Descriptors (MCPD)) 89  and

their national interests. 90  The NIs are regularly provided to the NFPs and upload to EURISCO, 91  whereupon access
to this information is generally open and universally accessible to any users according to terms and conditions between

Bioversity International and the user of the EURISCO portal. 92  Information is made available to EURISCO through a
data-sharing agreement between the national germplasm collections within *249  Europe and Bioversity International

that hosts the system. 93  Key terms and conditions for the users of the EURISCO portal include a "world-wide, royalty-
free, non-exclusive license to use the information published in the [ERISCO] Portal for any lawful purpose", retention
of "copyright or other proprietary interest in the [EURISCO] Portal or the information contained therein" and that any

information passed on to third parties also passes on the same terms and conditions. 94  The law applied is the law of

Italy, where Bioversity International is based. 95  The legal arrangements between the national germplasm collections
and Bioversity International addressing issues such as reserved proprietary rights and indemnities are unclear (and
undisclosed).

 (b)

Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN) Global (GRIN-Global)—

GRIN was developed by the US Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) National

Plant Germplasm System (NPGS) to document and manage PGRFA collections. 96  As a consequence of GRIN’s
complexity and high technology licensing fees, the Crop Trust (formerly the Global Crop Diversity Trust) and USDA-
ARS started the GRIN-Global project to develop a new system that enabled different databases to be brought
together for tailored information management processes and workflows to deal with the specific circumstances of
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PGRFA collections, that supports five major languages, and that is free of recurring licensing fees. 97  In short: "The
objectives of GRIN-Global are to create a scalable version of GRIN that provides the world’s crop genebanks with a
powerful, flexible, easy-to-use plant genetic resource (PGR) information management system that: safeguards PGR and
information vital to global food security; encourages PGR use; provides database features and functionality for effective

information management; and, is database flexible, free of recurring licensing costs, and has open, free source code." 98

The GRIN-Global system is a tiered architecture design pattern supporting four common database types (PostgreSQL,
MS SQL, Oracle and MySQL), a business tier of web services enabling internet access, and a presentation tier enabling

the information to be accessed in various forms (web browser, desktop client and third-party website). 99  The GRIN-
Global project is now a partnership between the Crop Trust, Bioversity International and the USDA-ARS NPGS,
with the Crop Trust including the initial funding, USDA-ARS NPGS providing the in-kind support, providing the
GRIN database schema and constructing the initial GRIN-Global system, and Bioversity International implementing

the GRIN-Global system providing translations, deployment to developing countries and monitoring. 100  The GRIN-
Global system software is provided free with a licence that is a "non-exclusive, royalty free, world-wide, permission to

use, copy, modify, publish, distribute, perform publicly and display publicly this software". 101  There is also a disclaimer
that "[t]his software application has not been tested or otherwise examined for suitability for implementation on, or
compatibility with, any other computer systems", and the "USDA does not warrant, either explicitly or implicitly, that
this software program will not cause damage to the user’s computer or computer operating system, nor does USDA

warrant, either explicitly or implicitly, the effectiveness of the software application". *250  102

 (c)

Genesys—

Genesys is a gateway from which PGRFA germplasm accessions from gene banks around the world can be easily found

and ordered. 103  As a "one single entry-point to global [plant genetic resources] information", 104  Genesys provides links
to the distributed databases across national, regional and international gene bank databases, obviating the need for

multiple searches across a number of databases to identify (and order) relevant germplasm 105 —"[r]ather than trawling
through multiple individual databases, people are able to simultaneously search hundreds of gene bank collections with

a single search term or filter". 106  The major advance of Genesys has been to provide passport information together
with phenotype data and environmental data, and to include information from EURISCO, CGIAR and the NPGS

and many other individual gene banks, research institutions and smaller networks. 107  The information is supplied to
Genesys according to agreements between the distributed databases (such as EURISCO, NPGS, and so on) and the

Crop Trust. 108  The key terms and conditions for users of Genesys include "a perpetual, revocable, worldwide, royalty
free, non-exclusive and non-transferable license" to use the information from Genesys for lawful purposes, to not "copy,
reproduce, republish, post, broadcast, transmit, or adapt, in full or in substantial part" the Genesys information in

any way that would "unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests" of the Crop Trust or Genesys. 109  Further, any
access to and use of Genesys information "does not entitle you to any copyright or other intellectual property right or

other proprietary interest in" Genesys information or Genesys itself. 110  Most importantly, the information is provided
"without any warranty of any kind, either express, implied, or arising by statute, custom, course of dealing, or trade
usage", and the users are also required to acknowledge Genesys including acknowledging that "[a]ll intellectual property
rights (including copyright) in the [accessed information] are owned and retained by the [contributing distributed

databases]". 111  There is also a comprehensive attempt to limit liability: "Subject to any liability that may not be excluded
or limited by law, [Crop Trust] and the right holder(s) of the information accessed through [Genesys] are not liable for,
and expressly exclude, all liability for loss or damage however and whenever caused to anyone by any use under this
license, whether by You or by anyone else, and whether caused by any fault on the part of [Crop Trust] or not. This
exclusion of liability includes, but is not limited to, any special, incidental, consequential, punitive, or exemplary damages
such as loss of revenue, data, anticipated profits, and lost business. This exclusion applies even if [Crop Trust] or the
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right holder(s) of the information accessed through the [Genesys] have been advised of the possibility of such damages.
If liability may not be excluded by law, it is limited to actual and direct financial loss to the extent it is caused by proved

negligence on the part of [Crop Trust] or the right holder(s) of the information accessed through the [Genesys]." 112  Any
disputes are to be resolved according to the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL)

Rules. *251  113

 (d)

DivSeek—

DivSeek was established to take advantages of the omics and big data technologies to enable a more effective and broad-

based approach to harnessing crop diversity. 114  By bringing together breeders, plant and crop scientists, gene banks,
database and computational experts, the intention of DivSeek is to enhance the uses of existing gene bank materials by
better understanding how components of genetic variation contribute to plant performance and then using that to breed

better crop plants. 115  DivSeek is intended to work towards, in part, developing common standards and descriptors

that allow data to be structured and shared, and new tools and approaches for data exploration, mining and use. 116

The major contribution of DivSeek will be in making available the tools for data exploration, mining and use. DivSeek

does not store information, instead promoting the submission of information to appropriate repositories. 117  Further,
DivSeek avoids legal obligations through its structure of not being a funding agency, not being a genome sequencer,

not being a germplasm collection, not being a data store, and so on. 118  Significantly, DivSeek asserts its independence
from the Plant Treaty and the FAO: "DivSeek is an independent body with no formal relationship with the [Multilateral
System]. DivSeek is supportive of the goals of the [Multilateral System] and welcomes the active participation of the
Secretariat of the  International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture  on all matters of mutual
interest. The Secretariat, similar to each individual DivSeek member organization, has its own mandate and workplan,
and may seek to engage DivSeek and other DivSeek partners as appropriate, including for example via Working Groups,

consultations, task teams, etc." 119  Perhaps importantly, DivSeek has joined the Global Open Data for Agriculture

and Nutrition (GODAN). 120  GODAN is an initiative that "seeks to support global efforts to make agricultural and

nutritionally relevant data available, accessible, and usable for unrestricted use worldwide". 121  Presumably through
GODAN many of the members of the DivSeek community will be able to release and deal with their data and tools as
open access information with limited legal obligations. Importantly, for our purposes, DivSeek is merely a portal to its
members, and the members set the terms and conditions on the information and resources they make available to users
of the DivSeek portal (and GODAN).

 (e)

Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)—

GBIF is an intergovernmental organisation comprising "countries, economies, inter-governmental or international

organisations, other organisations with an international scope" 122  providing an "internet accessible, interoperable
network of biodiversity databases and information technology tools" about the world’s natural history collections,

herbaria, culture collections, and observational databases, 123  with a "mission to make the world’s biodiversity data

freely and universally available via the internet". 124  The distributed information system is intended to "promote, co-
ordinate, design, enable and implement the compilation, linking, standardisation, digitisation and global dissemination
and use of the world’s biodiversity data, within an appropriate framework for property *252  rights and due

attribution". 125  The GBIF was set up by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 126

and is maintained through funding from member countries. 127  The establishing agreement is a non-binding

Memorandum of Understanding 128  that provides for financial contributors to have voting rights 129  and encourages
information to be made freely available subject to respecting any conditions, including intellectual property, set by data
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publishers. 130  The GBIF is linked with the CBD and has provided input into achieving some of the CBD’s "Aichi

targets". 131  The terms and conditions applying to users of GBIF include a general disclaimer about the accuracy of

data accessed through GBIF, 132  and then a user agreement that acknowledges GBIF is not the owner of any accessed
data, provides no guarantees about the quality or completeness of any data, and that the data originator owns the

data. 133  The data accessed is with one of three possible Creative Common licences 134 : any uses (CC0), 135  any use with

attribution (CC BY), 136  and any non-commercial with attribution (CC BY-NC). 137  Importantly, Creative Commons
allows "openly and universally available" uses while retaining ownership and other rights with the party providing the
licence, and for GBIF this is the entity making the information available to GBIF to publish according to a publisher

agreement. 138  GBIF then limits its liability to those publishers and clearly asserts that the publishers remain legally

responsible for the information, and limiting GBIF’s to the "custodian of data making it technically available". 139

 (f)

World Information and Early Warning System on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (WIEWS)—

WIEWS is an information system on PGRFA that facilitates information exchange and periodic assessments of the

state of the world’s PGRFA. 140  The WIEWS databases are populated with information provided by National Focal
Points including information about implementing plans of action (such as the Global Plan of Action for Plant Genetic

Resources for Food and Agriculture), 141  contact details for PGRFA experts and managers, details about accessions and

various publications. 142  The terms and conditions of use are the generic FAO requirements recognising that the content
on the FAO website is protected by copyright, that any third party content is not warranted by the FAO, and limits
liability so that "[u]nder no circumstances shall FAO be liable for any loss, damage, liability or expense suffered that is
claimed to result from the use of information posted on this site, including without limitation, any fault, error, omission,

interruption or delay". 143  The content is also made available according to the following limitations: "FAO is committed
to making its content freely available and encourages the use, reproduction and dissemination of the text, multimedia
and data presented. Except where otherwise indicated, content may be copied, printed and downloaded for private study,
research and teaching purposes, and for use in *253  non-commercial products or services, provided that appropriate
acknowledgement of FAO as the source and copyright holder is given and that FAO’s endorsement of users’ views,

products or services is not stated or implied in any way." 144

These various components of a global accession-level information portal fit into an ideal for the GLIS where the GLIS
merely acts as a pointer to these various resources in the form of databases and websites. The information about PGRFA
will then be accessible in these databases and websites and linked/discoverable through the unique DOIs associated

with the PGRFA. 145  Significantly these elements also integrate so that there are really just three main components: (1)
Genesys incorporating the information from EURISCO, GRIN-Global and other contributing databases, and providing
information to WIEWS; (2) GRIN-Global providing a document and management system; and (3) DivSeek providing
the new tools and approaches for data exploration, mining and use. The GLIS is also likely to include links to a range
of other resources, such as the GBIF, that may enhance the three main components. This conception of GLIS is also
consistent with a broader global legal and policy framework for the conservation and sustainable use of the world’s
PGRFA. This is considered next.

Elements of a global system

A global system for the conservation and sustainable use of the world’s PGRFA has been developed and continues to

evolve, and within this system the GLIS will be a key component. 146  The key elements of this global system are 147 :
a basic legal framework (the CBD (and Nagoya Protocol) and Plant Treaty); a plan of action (the Global Plan of

Action for Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture) 148 ; a review process (the State of the World’s Plant
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Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture) 149 ; a network of international institutions and crop collections (such as

the national and CGIAR collections and their databases like EURISCO and Genesys) 150 ; a global portal of accession-
level information (the GLIS); a universal gene bank information management system (such as GRIN-Global); and
advanced bioinformatics tools that allow users to mine PGRFA characterisation data (such as DivSeek (and GODAN)).

Further practical requirements include: standard descriptors (such as Multi Crop Passport Descriptors) 151 ; standard

nomenclature 152 ; and consistent systems for quality control (such as the Passport Data Completeness Index). 153

This global system to conserve PGRFA has been under active consideration by the FAO 154  since the State of the World’s

Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture in 1997. 155  At that time access to PGRFA was considered necessary
"to enable PGRFA to be utilised fully and for their cost-efficient conservation", and benefit-sharing was considered
necessary

"not only a matter of justice and equity, but also one of providing the necessary incentives and means for the conservation

and development of plant genetic resources by the countries, farmers and communities which hold them". 156

Also at that time the CBD was the only operational framework and the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic

Resources was being revised "in harmony" with the CBD 157  to eventually become the Plant Treaty. 158  The actions
considered at the time to facilitate access to the PGRFA included better characterisation and evaluation *254  of
PGRFA collections, better information and documentation about accessions, the rationalisation of ex situ collections
and actions to ensure the security of existing collections, and the expansion and further development of the CGIAR

collections under the auspices of FAO. 159  By the time of the FAO’s Second Report on the State of the World’s Plant

Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture in 2010, 160  the Plant Treaty was in force and the national and international

policy and legal frameworks around PGRFA had changed substantially. 161  At that time the Nagoya Protocol was

close to conclusion 162  and the Plant Treaty’s SMTA was is use. 163  For our purposes, however, it was the Second
Global Plan of Action for Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture that accompanied the second report that
establishes the basic framework that will most probably determine the form and content of the GLIS. This is because

the Second Global Plan of Action is a supporting component of the Plant Treaty 164  and a crucial contribution to the

Millennium Development Goals 165  and in implementing the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 (including the Aichi

Biodiversity Targets). 166  In considering the construction and strengthening of the comprehensive information systems
for PGRFA (Priority Activity 15), the Second Global Plan of Action called for "the better management and use of PGRFA

through improved access to, and exchange of, high-quality, up-to-date information". 167  This consideration recognised
that the then recent developments included: the support for documentation and exchange of gene bank information
through the release of GRIN-Global as a gene bank management information system with built-in networking features;
and, the release of Genesys as a plant genetic resources portal to give breeders and researchers a single access point to

information about gene bank accessions (including those held by CGIAR, NPGS and EURISCO). 168

The Second Global Plan of Action provides that it is to be monitored and guided by the Commission on Genetic Resources

for Food and Agriculture (the Commission). 169  The Commission subsequently adopted a timeline and set of indicators

for monitoring implementation. 170  The important aspect of this process for our purposes has been the FAO activities

supporting the implementation of the Second Global Plan of Action that have also been followed by the Commission. 171

These supporting activities have included assisting countries to implement the Genebank Standards for Plant Genetic

Resources for Food and Agriculture 172  that are supported by the Crop Trust and followed by the CGIAR centres in

implementing the Plant Treaty. 173  The standards lay down procedures that need to be followed for the conservation of
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PGRFA, including passport data requirements consistent with the FAO/Bioversity Multi-crop Passport Descriptors, 174

and that:

"All data and information generated throughout the process of acquisition, registration, storage, monitoring,

regeneration, characterization, evaluation, and distribution should be recorded in a suitably designed database." 175

The "suitably designed database" is then identified as including GRIN-Global and Genesys. 176

These developments coincide with the Global Information on Germplasm Accessions (GIGA) project partnering the

Secretariat of the Plant Treaty, Bioversity International and the Crop Trust. 177  The GIGA project was based on work
undertaken by the Interim Secretariat of the Plant Treaty and Bioversity International to develop prototype computer-

based modules for ordering *255  germplasm under the Plant Treaty’s ABS scheme. 178  This partnership set out to
develop a global information portal comprising:

"(a) data standards for agrobiodiversity and data inter-exchange protocols; (b) GRIN-Global, a multilingual, scalable
and flexible gene bank information management system; and (c) an online global germplasm information portal that
will serve as the one-stop entry point to a wealth of data on the characteristics and provenance of accessions held in gene

banks worldwide, as well as a system for ordering samples of these materials." 179

The outcome from this project was the development of Genesys as a single high-quality information portal and the

deployment of GRIN-Global as a key element supporting Genesys. 180  These are also considered to be co-operating in

furtherance of the Plant Treaty’s GLIS and meeting the priorities of the Second Global Plan of Action. 181  How this will
be resolved for the GLIS is presently unclear.

While these developments pre-date the GLIS they are nevertheless significant developments that should not be duplicated
by the GLIS. They should be embraced as part of the GLIS and as the culmination of the carefully calibrated global
system for conserving PGRFA. In short, the particular form and content of the GLIS now seems inevitable given these
developments.

Legal challenges

The article so far has asserted that the GLIS is likely to be a pointer to the decentralised network of databases and
websites about PGRFA incorporating Genesys, GRIN-Global, and DivSeek (and GODAN). The article has also shown
that these databases and websites are limited by various legal obligations. Genesys provides a wide-ranging licence to
use its information subject to the overriding condition that any access to and use of Genesys information "does not
entitle you to any copyright or other intellectual property right or other proprietary interest in" Genesys information or

Genesys. 182  Presumably this also incorporates any legal obligations that are imposed by the information originators
such as EURISCO that assert retention of "copyright or other proprietary interest in the [EURISCO] Portal or the
information contained therein", and that any information passed on to third parties also passes on the same terms

and conditions. 183  Similarly, GRIN-Global system software is provided free with a licence that is a "non-exclusive,
royalty free, world-wide, permission to use, copy, modify, publish, distribute, perform publicly and display publicly

this software". 184  While this is a very broad permission, it still asserts proprietary claims so that GRIN-Global is not
entirely free of any legal obligations. And while DivSeek is established as a community gateway to information and tools
with no legal obligations, this merely shifts the legal lens to those information and tool originators and the platforms

through which the information and tools are disseminated (such as GODAN). 185  As a measure of the likely complexity
in navigating the legalities, Table 1 sets out the legal obligations imposed on users of EURISCO, Genesys and GRIN-
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Global. Negotiating these legalities is going to be a complex and uncertain task undermining the legal provenance of
enhanced PGRFA and imposing significant costs (and inefficiencies) in using PGRFA accessed through the GLIS. For
assessing intellectual property claims this is going to be very complex as those claims may not be apparent on the face
of the accessed information. For example, the "copyright or other proprietary interest" in the EURISCO Portal or the

information are asserted 186  while the record containing the desired information accessed at the EURISCO Portal (such
as phenotypic data) provides no indication of the kinds or scope of claims actually covering that information and the
likely application of that information, such as copyright claims, patent claims, and so on.

Perhaps importantly, and as a portent of future legal problems, the easy and immediate legal solution to contested
ownership when setting up and managing repositories of information and other materials is to shift questions of
ownership (and provenance) to those making the information and other materials made available through the repository.
High-profile examples include the plant seed materials made available through the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, where

the depositor retains all the legal titles with the vault being merely a storage facility. 187  Another example is the sequence
information made available through the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank provided
subject to the following limitation:

"The GenBank database is designed to provide and encourage access within the scientific community to the most up
to date and comprehensive DNA *256  sequence information. Therefore, NCBI places no restrictions on the use or
distribution of the GenBank data. However, some submitters may claim patent, copyright, or other intellectual property
rights in all or a portion of the data they have submitted. NCBI is not in a position to assess the validity of such claims,
and therefore cannot provide comment or unrestricted permission concerning the use, copying, or distribution of the

information contained in GenBank." 188

While these are immediate legal solutions, they merely shift the legal lens to those originators so that users cannot
be sure of the provenance or legal liabilities without tracing back to and engaging with the originators. This imposes
a considerable risk on users with regard to their potential legal liabilities (such as intellectual property claims) and
provides little comfort in assessing the freedom to operate after using information and materials from various sources.
For intellectual property this is likely to be particularly sensitive as those claims are unlikely to be clear because they may
not be readily apparent on the face of the various platforms while accessing information in the early stages of planning,
identifying and ordering relevant accessions (plant materials).

Another developing legal complex is the way that genetic sequence information 189  will be subjected to ABS obligations
under the Plant Treaty. The Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture has established a work stream
on "digital sequence information on [genetic resources for food and agriculture]" that will investigate the issues with

an exploratory fact-finding scoping study. 190  This reflects similar interest and concern in other ABS forums under

the CBD 191  and PIP Frameworks. 192  The essence of the concern is that the physical genetic resources are no longer
necessary for some uses of the genetic resources, especially where those genetic resources are molecules (such as DNA,

RNA, and so on) that can be sequenced and where that sequence has been placed into publicly accessible databases, 193

and can be used in place of the physical materials. 194  As the Secretary of the Plant Treaty has noted in addressing "the
‘dematerialization’ of the use of genetic resources":

"By this, I mean the increasing trend for the information and knowledge content of genetic material to be extracted,
processed and exchanged in its own right, detached from the physical exchange of the plant genetic material: value
is increasingly created at the level of the processing and use of such information and knowledge. The rise of modern
breeding technologies and plant genomics, for example, has shifted the balance of value of material and knowledge. This

raises a complex set of questions for the [Plant Treaty]." 195
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In these circumstances the sequences about the physical genetic resources can be used while avoiding (whether intentional
or not) the ABS obligations because there is no necessary relationship between the resource provider and the resource
user through an SMTA. Under the PIP Framework there appears to be a move to expanding the definition of the
materials covered by the framework to include "genetic sequence data" and that these sequences should be available in

"public-domain or public-access databases". 196  These developments probably account for the uncertain future role of
DivSeek in the Plant Treaty’s GLIS because of the function DivSeek may have in sequencing PGRFA and making the
sequences available. This also accounts for DivSeek’s recent change of focus from sequencing PGRFA to making the
relevant sequence analyses tools available.

A further complexity is likely to be the evolution of traditional knowledge (TK) obligations. The CBD provides for

contracting parties, "as far as possible and appropriate", 197  and subject to national legislation, to

"respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying

traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity". *257  198

Contracting parties were also obliged to promote, "with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge,
innovations and practices", a "wider application" and "encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the

utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices". 199  This ideal was repeated in the Nagoya Protocol, 200  again
subject to national legislation, to

"take measures, as appropriate, with the aim of ensuring that traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources that
is held by indigenous and local communities is accessed with the prior and informed consent or approval and involvement

of these indigenous and local communities, and that mutually agreed terms have been established". 201

In the context of the CBD and Nagoya Protocol, TK appears to mean the "knowledge, innovations and practices of
indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of

biological diversity". 202  The forms of these biding obligations, and other voluntary standards such as the  Akwé: Kon

Guidelines , 203  the  Tkarihwaié:ri Code 204  and  Mo’otz Kuxtal Voluntary Guidelines , 205  are being implemented through

national legislation, although at a very slow pace based on submissions to the CBD’s Clearing-House Mechanism. 206

Importantly, for our purposes, these ideals about TK have been included in the Plant Treaty with the requirement that
"subject to its national legislation, take measures to protect and promote Farmers’ Rights, including … protection of

[TK] relevant to [PGRFA]" (addressed further below). 207  The subject-matter of this TK is presently uncertain, although

the Plant Treaty’s conception of TK is "in harmony" with the CBD (and Nagoya Protocol). 208  The subject matter of
TK is, however, being actively addressed in other forums.

In particular, TK is being addressed at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Intergovernmental

Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC). 209  The IGC is
presently negotiating the outcome of agreed texts addressing TK, genetic resources and traditional cultural expressions/

expressions of folklore with the prospect of a Diplomatic Conference once agreement is finally settled. 210  The content
of TK appears to be, paraphrasing the current negotiating text alternatives, "knowledge that is: created, maintained,
and developed" by Indigenous Peoples, local communities and possibly nations/states; associated with a national,
social identity or cultural heritage; transmitted generation to generation; and may take the form of know-how, skills,

innovations, practices, teaching or learning. 211  The final contours of the subject-matter of TK remain undecided and
uncertain, potentially having a very broad reach. This could include plant materials associated in almost any way with
Indigenous Peoples, local communities and possibly nations/states. Again, this poses a considerable risk on users about
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their potential legal liabilities (including biopiracy claims), and provides little comfort in assessing the freedom to operate
using information and materials obtained from various sources.

Closely related to the TK issues are the specific issues about the Plant Treaty’s articulation of "farmers’ rights". 212

The Plant Treaty’s Governing Body has addressed farmer’s rights at each session, 213  and most recently reported on

submissions from contracting parties about their national implementation. 214  Like TK, the final contours of the subject
matter of farmers’ rights remain undecided and uncertain, posing a considerable risk to users of PGRFA with regard
to their potential legal liabilities (including biopiracy claims). This provides little comfort in assessing the freedom to
operate and will likely chill future research and breeding efforts. Rather *258  than being an international scheme as
seems likely after the WIPO’s TK negotiations conclude, farmers’ rights are most probably laws developed by each of

the contracting parties according to their needs and priorities. 215  Early indications are, however, that some contracting
parties have adopted forms of farmers’ rights that impose much more substantial property-like rights that existing forms

of intellectual property through their imposition of permissions on certain PGRFA. 216

These various legal challenges suggest that the architects of the GLIS need to carefully consider the impact of legal
obligations, and in particular, intellectual property claims. In short, they need to address the concern that while
information may be readily and apparently available, the legal obligations are hidden through opaque user obligations
that need to be carefully considered in establishing provenance and freedom to operate. The Plant Treaty has resolved

these kinds of problems for the PGRFA in the Multilateral System by adopting a SMTA. 217  The information
obligations addressed through the GLIS need to address these same concerns and streamline the legal obligations
affecting information in the GLIS. An example here is the model Data Sharing Agreements that are being developed for

certain marine microorganisms under the Micro B3 Project. 218

While the easy solution is to formulate the GLIS, leaving the legal obligations to be sorted through with the originators of
any information and other materials accessed through the GLIS, this is an inefficiency with (very high) transaction costs
that should be addressed as part of these early stages setting up the GLIS. Meanwhile, other emerging legal obligations
such as genetic sequence data, TK and farmers’ rights will need to be managed and incorporated into the GLIS as they
become widespread.

Conclusions

This article has examined the evolving international ABS regulatory framework with a specific focus on the development
of the GLIS and its inevitable decentralised form. The key findings from this analysis is that the GLIS fits within an
existing ideal of a global system for the conservation and sustainable use of the world’s PGRFA, and most importantly,
that the problem of a legal complex associated with ownership and uses of any information and other materials accessed
through the GLIS has not been addressed. Rather, the legal challenges of ownership and use rights are left to those
accessing the elements of the GLIS to resolve with the originators about any information and other materials accessed
through the GLIS. This will necessarily require a clear and consistent strategy across the international forums dealing
with digital genetic resource management including FAO, WIPO, WHO and the CBD (and Nagoya Protocol) to avoid
the disincentive of inefficiencies and high transaction costs associated with using the GLIS and any PGRFA obtained
through the GLIS. Perhaps, excitingly, there are potential technological solutions, such as blockchain, that can serve as

"an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent

way. The ledger itself can also be programmed to trigger transactions automatically". 219

This technology has the potential to reduce these inefficiencies and high transaction costs by clarifying the origin and
provenance of materials connected through the chain of contracts recorded through a distributed ledger and accountable
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for the various Plant Treaty obligations, such as benefit sharing obligations and entities, compliance certificates, prior
informed consent, TK (and farmers’ rights), and so on. Of particular interest, blockchain has the potential to address and
clarify intellectual property claims at the time information is accessed on the face of the various platforms in the early
stages of planning, identifying and ordering relevant accessions (plant materials). This will, however, require further
analysis and consideration.

Table 1: Legal Obligations Imposed on Users of EURISCO, Genesys and GRIN-Global.

EURISCO

 

GRIN-

Global

(version

1.9.8.2)

 

Genesys

 

Licence

to

use

 

"a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license to use the

information published in the

Portal for any lawful purpose"

 

"to

each

Recipient

of

this

software

non-

exclusive,

royalty

free,

world-

wide,

permission

to

use,

copy,

modify,

publish,

distribute,

perform

publicly

and

display

publicly

this

software"

 

Limiting

substantial

copying

 

"not copy, reproduce, republish,

post, broadcast, transmit, or

adapt, in full or in substantial

part, the Contents of the

Portal, in any way that would

unreasonably prejudice the

legitimate interests of Bioversity

or compete with the Portal"

 

"You may not copy, reproduce,

republish, post, broadcast,

transmit, or adapt, in full or in

substantial part, the Contents

of the Por *259  tal, in any

way that would unreasonably

prejudice the legitimate interests

of GCDT or compete with the

Portal"

 

Proprietary

claims

to

data

and

information

No "copyright or other

proprietary interest in the Portal

or the information contained

therein"

 

"your access to and use of

Data does not entitle you

to any copyright or other

intellectual property right or

other proprietary interest in the

Data or the Portal"
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Passing

data

and

information

to

third

parties

 

"If You distribute or provide

access to the Portal, or the

information contained therein,

to any other person, whether

in original or modified form,

You agree to include a copy of,

or this URL for, these Terms

and to ensure they agree to

and are bound by them but

without introducing any further

restrictions of any kind"

 

"You cannot redistribute the

Data to other users"

 

Link

to

Portal

 

"You may link to the Portal,

provided you do so in a way

that is fair and legal and does

not damage our reputation or

take advantage of it, but you

must not establish a link in such

a way as to suggest any form

of association, approval or

endorsement on our part where

none exists"

 

"You may link to the Portal,

provided you do so in a way

that is fair and legal and does

not damage our reputation or

take advantage of it, but you

must not establish a link in such

a way as to suggest any form

of association, approval or

endorsement on our part where

none exists"

 

Warranties

 

"The information provided

through the Portal is given to

You ‘as is’ and without any

warranty of any kind, either

express, implied, or arising

by statute, custom, course of

dealing, or trade usage. Any

and all implied warranties

or conditions of title, non-

infringement, accuracy or

completeness, the presence

or absence of errors, fitness

for a particular purpose,

merchantability, or otherwise are

specifically disclaimed"

 

"USDA

does

not

warrant,

either

explicitly

or

implicitly,

that

this

software

program

will

not

cause

damage

to

the

user’s

computer

or

computer

operating

system,

nor

does

USDA

warrant,

either

explicitly

or

implicitly,

the

effectiveness

"The information provided

through the Portal is given to

You ‘as is’ and without any

warranty of any kind, either

express, implied, or arising

by statute, custom, course of

dealing, or trade usage. Any

and all implied warranties

or conditions of title, non-

infringement, accuracy or

completeness, the presence

or absence of errors, fitness

for a particular purpose,

merchantability, or otherwise are

specifically disclaimed"
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of

the

software

application"

 

Attribution

 

"You are required to

acknowledge EURISCO as the

sources of the Data, as specified

on the website which You will

access through the Portal, and

in accordance with the citation

guidelines provided on the

Portal"

 

"You are required to

acknowledge the sources of

the Data accessed through the

Portal"

 

AND

 

"Plant genetic resources accession

level data provided by: …. All

intellectual property rights

(including copyright) in the Data

are owned and retained by the

said institution(s)"

 

Excluding

liability

 

"Subject to any liability that

may not be excluded or limited

by law, Bioversity and IPK

as Bioversity’s supplying

subcontractor are not liable

for, and expressly excludes,

all liability for loss or damage

however and whenever caused

to anyone by any use under

this license, whether by You or

by anyone else, and whether

caused by any fault on the part of

Bioversity or not"

 

"Subject to any liability that may

not be excluded or limited by law,

GCDT and the right holder(s) of

the information accessed through

the Portal are not liable for, and

expressly exclude, all liability

for loss or damage however

and whenever caused to anyone

by any use under this license,

whether by You or by anyone

else, and whether caused by any

fault on the part of GCDT or

not. This exclusion of liability

includes, but is not limited to, any

special, incidental, consequential,

punitive, or exemplary damages

such as loss of revenue, data,

anticipated profits, and lost

business. This exclusion applies

even if GCDT or the right

holder(s) of the information

accessed through the Portal have

been advised of the possibility of

such damages. If liability may not

be excluded by law, it is limited

to actual and direct financial

loss to the extent it is caused by

proved negligence on the part of

GCDT or the right holder(s) of

the information accessed through

the Portal"

 

Dispute

resolution

 

-

 

"binding arbitration in

accordance with UNCITRAL

Rules"

 

Charles Lawson
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